Abstract-Genetic Algorithms are commonly used to generate high-quality solutions to combinational optimization problems. However, the execution time can become a limiting factor for large and complex problems. In this paper, we propose a parallel Genetic Algorithm consisting of an island model at the upper level and a fine-grained model at the lower level. This design is highly consistent with the CUDA framework in order to get the maximum speedup without compromising to solutions' quality. As several parameters control the performance of the hybrid method, we test them by a flexible flow shop scheduling problem and analyze their influence. Finally, numerical experiments show that our approach cannot only obtain competitive results but also reduces execution time by setting a medium size selection diameter, a relatively large island size and a wide range size migration interval.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a stochastic search algorithm based on the principle of natural selection and recombination [1] . Nevertheless, there is an increase in the required time to find adequate solutions when GAs are applied to complex and large problems. Parallel implementation is considered as one of the most promising options to make it faster. There are different ways of exploiting parallelism in GAs [2] : master-slave models, fine-grained models, island models, and hybrid models. The master-slave model is the only one that does not affect the behavior of the algorithm by distributing the evaluation of fitness function to slaves. The fine-grained model works with a large spatially population. The evolution operations are restricted to a small neighborhood with some interactions by overlap structure. The island model divides population into subpopulations. These subpopulations on independent islands are free to converge towards different sub-optima and a migration operator can help mix good features that emerge locally. The hybrid model combines any two of the above methods.
Regarding to solve scheduling problems by parallel GAs, various researches have been done with different architectures [3] [4] [5] . We can discover that some works pay attention on the speedup gained from parallelization. On the opposite, the others consider the improvement for solutions' quality and convergence speed. Few implementations have discussed them simultaneously with a fair comparison.
In the last decade, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have gained widespread popularity as computing accelerators. To achieve general-purpose parallel computation on GPUs, the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) [6] was developed in 2006. It is a framework that takes the maximum advantage of the low-lying hardware using an industry standard programming language [7] . Some researches have tried to parallelize GAs on GPUs with CUDA [8] . However, the implementation to solve scheduling problems is rare. Besides, the aim of such an approach is usually to get the maximum possible speedup while compromising the solutions' quality.
Therefore, designing a parallel GA that is highly consistent with the CUDA framework balancing conflicts between the solutions' quality and the execution time remains an open research challenge. In this paper, we seek to address it and its application to a flexible flow shop scheduling problem (FFS). Specially, the contributions of our work are summarized as follows:
• We design a hybrid GA consisting of an island model at the upper level and a fine-grained model at the lower level respecting to the CUDA framework.
• As three parameters control the performance of the proposed method, a configuration test has been carried to fully understand their influence.
• Comparative experiments witness that our approach cannot only obtain competitive results but also reduces execution time.
The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 introduces related works. Section 3 describes the FFS definition. Section 4 presents the design of the parallel GA and its adaptable operators. Section 5 illustrates numerical experiments and result analysis. Finally, conclusions are stated in section 6.
II. RELATED WORKS
There have been extensive researches in parallel GAs to solve shop scheduling problems. A master-slave GA for a flow shop scheduling problem was presented in [9] . The cooperation 978-1-5386-5889-5/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE SNPD 2018, June 27-29, 2018, Busan, Korea between a single population and a group of local subpopulations was implemented on a laptop with Prentium IV core 2 Duo 2.53 GHz CPU. A fine-grained GA solving job shop scheduling problems was considered by Tamaki et al. [10] . The method was modified as an absolute neighborhood model and implemented on Transputer, where the selection was executed locally in a neighborhood of each population. Harmanani et al [11] discussed an island GA to solve a nonpreemptive open shop scheduling problem. In this paper, islands were connected through an Ethernet network and the Message Passing Interface was used for migration on a cluster of five machines. Although the master-slave model carries out the exact same search as the classical GA, frequent data transfers between the host and the device generate a bottleneck. Other methods change how the GA works. Despite the fact that the island model dominates the work on parallel GAs, it is hard to conclude that the island GA overcomes other models since the comparison cannot be made in absolute terms.
Researches on CUDA-based GAs have won favor in recent years. Pospichal et al. [12] presented an implementation of a parallel island-based GA with unidirectional ring migrations on CUDA. Munawar et al. [7] designed a hybrid of fine-grained GA and local search to solve a maximum satisfiability problem using CUDA. Zhang et al. [13] proposed a hierarchical GA implemented by CUDA mixing an island model and a masterslave model. However, a few works have been carried to solve shop scheduling problems by CUDA-based parallel GAs. AitZai et al. [14] studied a job shop scheduling problem with blocking by a mater-slave GA with some memory management respecting to the CUDA framework. Numerical tests displayed the proposed method using GPUs got maximum 15 times more explored solutions than the GA using CPU in a limited execution time. Zajicek et al. [15] proposed a homogeneous parallel GA model on the CUDA architecture. The main idea was based on an island GA and some instances of the flow shop scheduling problem were solved with the speedup from 60 to 120 comparing to the equivalent sequential CPU version. Although CUDA is working with the two-dimensional grid environment that matches well the design of the fine-grained GA, there is still no research that implement the fine-grained GA with CUDA to solve shop scheduling problems to the best of our knowledge.
No matter the amount of related papers or the various types of treated problems, the implementation of CUDA-based GA for shop scheduling problems is rare. Besides, none of them so far has focused on the effects of multiple controlling parameters as far our knowledge is concerned. The abovementioned efforts provide us a starting point to design a CUDA consistent GA for shop scheduling problems. This method is supposed to achieve a balance between the solutions' quality and the execution time by fully understanding the effects of its controlling parameters.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
A classical flow shop scheduling problem (FFS) with the objective to minimize the total tardiness and the makespan is represented by using the classification scheme of Bruzzone et al. [16] , where WT indicates the priority of the first objective. The FFS is a multistage production process that involves two or more stages in series. There is at least one machine in each stage, and at least one stage has more than one machine. All jobs need to go through all stages in the same order before they are completed. On each stage, one machine is selected for processing a given operation from one job. An instance of the FFS problem considers a set of J jobs . Each of them consists of a set of S stages . At every stage, there is a set of M machines . The processing time of job j at stage s on machine m is denoted as an operation and is abbreviated by (j, s, m). Usually, it is known in advance as Pjsm with the release time Rj and the due time Dj. A feasible solution is described by jobs' sequence on target machines Mjs. To simplify the problem, we set each stage has the same number of machines and a mathematical model is proposed in Appendix.
IV. CUDA-BASED PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM

A. Hybrid Model
The parallel threads of CUDA are grouped into blocks that are organized in a grid as shown in Fig. 1 . The hierarchisation of threads is related to the memory hierarchy. There are three distinct levels of memory [17] . The global memory is accessible to all threads. It is the largest memory of CUDA, but exhibits the highest latency. The shared memory enables threads only within a block whose access is much faster than the global memory. The local memory presents the lowest latency whereas it is only available to one thread with few KB of storage. With respect to the CUDA framework, our parallel GA consists of two levels, a fine-grained GA at the lower level and an island GA at the upper level, as presented in Fig. 2 . At the lower level, each CUDA thread processes one GA individual. Because of the 2D grid, the GA individuals can get connected completely. Selection, crossover, mutation and fitness value calculation are generated mainly via the local memory to enjoy its lowest latency unless imperative information exchange among individuals is done through the global memory. On the other hand, one block on CUDA handles one GA island at the
The shared memory is chosen to complete this work primarily while the overwriting is processed via the global memory synchronously. Fig. 2 . Hierarchy of the hybrid GA According to the evolution theory and the underlying architecture of CUDA, several advantages can be gained by the hybrid model over the classical one:
• At the lower level, the fine-grained model obtains good population diversity by dealing with high-dimensional variable spaces [18] . Limitation of interactions among individuals prevents the premature convergence. A reasonable neighborhood size with GA operators may disseminate the good solutions across the entire population.
• At the upper level, the island model increases the converge speed by subpopulations as the long-held principle in Population Genetics: favorable traits spread faster when the demes are small than when the demes are large [2] . An appropriate island size with a proper migration interval is able to optimize this performance.
• CUDA is build up with the two-dimensional grid environment that matches perfectly the structure of the fine-grained GA. Thousands of CUDA threads are powerful to deal with large size individuals concurrently without increasing the time complexity. Meanwhile, GA operators are carried using the fastest local memory.
• As CUDA threads are grouped into blocks, they are compatible to the mechanism of the island GA that divides the population into a few relatively large subpopulations. Isolated GA islands can work on CUDA blocks in parallel with the help of shared memory to exchange information by migration.
B. GA operators
As selection and crossover operations of the classical GA need global information, they are not suitable to be moved over SIMT architectures without modification. On the opposite, mutation and fitness value calculation perform independently and can be easily parallelized on CUDA. The full implementation of the parallel GA is described in Table 1 where kernels launched on GPUs are reflected as <<< >>>.
1) Encoding representation and fitness function
The CUDA based GA starts with a randomly generated initial population consisting of a set of individuals. An individual is represented by a chromosome. For the FFS, a chromosome is made of a string of length and the i-th gene states the index of the target machine for job at stage . As a minimization problem, the fitness function FIT(i) of an individual i is transferred from the objective function as , where is the estimated maximum value of the objective function.
2) Selection
The conventional selection operation is modified to suit the neighborhood configuration as in Fig.3 . The selection area is defined with a certain diameter where the target individual is placed at the center of a grid. Among individuals within the selection area, the tournament selection is used where the individual with the best fitness value is selected to replace the target one. <<<island number, individual number/island>>>(population, crossover rate) //crossover operator 6: <<<island number, individual number/island>>>(population, mutation rate) //mutation operator 7:
<<<island number, individual number/island>>>(population, objective function information) //fitness value calculation 8: <<<island number, individual number/island>>>(population, history best individual per island) //elitist strategy 9:
if (generation % migration interval==0) 10:
<<<island number, individual number/island>>>(population) //migration 11:
end if 12: end while 
3) Crossover
The individuals for crossover are paired with neighbors as in Fig.4 rather than mating two from the population randomly. Afterwards, a single point crossover is executed if a specified crossover probability is satisfied. 
4) Mutation
Any individual in the population gets a random number generated on the interval 0 to 1. If it is smaller than the default mutation rate, genes in the chromosome are replaced by random values in the range, apart from the original ones.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm, all instances are characterized by 50 jobs with 4 stages and 3 available machines at each stage. The processing times Pjsm follow a uniform distribution U [1, 5] . The jobs' release times Rj are generated from . The jobs' due times are set as and . Moreover, the weight WT for the total tardiness in the objective function is defined as 100. The crossover rate and the mutation rate are set as 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.
The experimental platform is based on the Intel Xeon E5640 CPU with 2.67GHz clock speed. The GPU code is carried out using CUDA 8.0 on NVIDIA Tesla K40, with 2880 cores at 0.745GHz and 12 GB GDDR5 global memory. All programs are written in C, except for the GPU kernels in CUDA C. All results display the average value of 100 runs.
A. Controlling Parameters Test
As the maximum threads amount per block on CUDA is 1024, we keep the population size as 1024
. There are three controlling parameters in the proposed method: the island size, the selection diameter and the migration interval. They are set by different numbers: island size (IS) = 4 , 16 , 64 , 256 , 1024 individuals, selection diameter (SD) = 3, 9, 15, 21, 27 individuals, migration interval (MI) = 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 generations. Fig. 5 illustrates the convergence trend with combinations of different values. As the graph with all parameters' setting is a little confusing as shown by the first one. We separate it as 7 sub-graphs.
The island size keeps increasing from the second sub-graph to the sixth. It shows that the small selection diameter will lead to an early convergence, whereas there is not much improvement after it reaches a medium size. Meanwhile, this influence is more distinct when the island size is larger. As larger selection area requires larger memory, we suggest a medium size diameter value for implementations. For the following two tests, we keep its value as 9. The last two subgraphs display the influence of the island size. As a result, a relatively larger island size makes the performance better. This trend is more obvious with groups of medium and large size selection diameters. Since the maximum threads amount per block on CUDA is 1024, the best performance is achieved by the island size . Moreover, there is no significant change when the migration interval is increased. Due to the additional cost caused by migration, it is advised not to have small migration intervals.
B. Comparison Test on Solution Quality
The classical GA works with a roulette wheel selection and a single point crossover pairing individuals randomly from the population, while the mutation keeps the same as the CUDAbased GA. We compare the average result and the best result between them as displayed in Fig. 6 . Fine-grained models obtain good population diversity when dealing with high-dimensional variable spaces [18] and island models converge faster by subpopulations [2] . By combining the merits from them, we could find the CUDA-based parallel GA always gains better performance with the average value and the best value of the objective function than the classical GA. For fair comparison, we do not only use the serial CPU, but also take OpenMP based parallel CPU to contrast the execution time with GPUs for the implementations of classical GA, master-slave GA and proposed hybrid GA separately. Different implementations used to obtain the execution time are noted in Table 2 .
C. Comparison Test on Execution Time
Since parallel implementation is one of the most promising options to accelerate GAs, parallel GAs always work faster than serial GAs as displayed in Fig. 7 . Although, the CUDAbased parallel GA does not win against other parallel algorithms with the small size population, the performance has been improved dramatically by increasing this latter parameter.
Moreover, we expect that it can achieve further acceleration for more complicated problems. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A parallel Genetic Algorithm consisting of an island model at the upper level and a fine-grained model at the lower level is proposed in this paper. It is highly consistent with the CUDA framework and combines metrics from two levels by keeping population diversity and increasing convergence speed. The controlling parameters configuration test witnesses that its performance is optimized with a medium size selection diameter, a relatively large island size and a wide range size migration interval. Through numerical experiments, the proposed method overcomes the classical GA by obtaining better results and taking less execution time.
